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Blood-based biomarkers for Alzheimer's disease: towards Winterlight LabsNeuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment - Dove Press

Oct 13, 2021 · A paper presented at the Alzheimer's Association International Conference (AAIC) 2021 by Prof. M. Wisniewski showed that hospitalized patients with COVID-19 and neurological symptoms were more

Mar 27, 2019 · CADASIL (Cerebral Autosomal Dominant Arteriopathy with Sub-cortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy) is an inherited form of cerebrovascular disease that occurs when the thickening of blood vessel walls blocks the flow of blood to the brain. The disease primarily affects small blood vessels in the white matter of the brain.

Current research interests include sex differences in Alzheimer's disease biomarkers and trajectory, development of neuroimaging biomarkers in memory and movement disorders, quality control in clinical neuroimaging, and neural correlates of behavior dysregulation in dementia, neurological, and behavioral data with neuropsychological test

Yale University's Nondiscrimination/Title IX Statements. Thank you for investigating postdoctoral opportunities at Yale. Many faculty do not advertise open positions in their research groups, and you are encouraged to contact them directly to inquire about the possibility of training with them.

Nov 09, 2021 · Research will advance the understanding of brain health and the development of next-generation precision therapeutics for psychiatric, neurodegenerative and ...

Jun 11, 2020 · Scientific American is the essential guide to the most awe-inspiring advances in science and technology, explaining how they change ...

A neurological disorder is any disorder of the nervous system. Structural, biochemical or electrical abnormalities in the brain, spinal cord or other nerves can result in a range of symptoms. Examples of symptoms include paralysis, muscle weakness, poor coordination, loss of sensation, seizures, confusion, pain and altered levels of consciousness. There are many ...

Dec 21, 2021 · Psychiatry: Welcome to Medscape Psychiatry, where you can peruse the latest medical news, commentary from clinician experts, major conference coverage, full-text journal articles, and trending

Jun 25, 2020 · To our knowledge, this is the first nationwide, cross-specialty surveillance study of acute...
neurological and psychiatric complications of COVID-19. Altered mental status was the second most common presentation, comprising encephalopathy or encephalitis and primary psychiatric diagnoses, often occurring in younger patients. This study provides valuable and …

Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner, American Nurses Credentialing Center. Abstract Depression is a common chronic psychiatric disorder that is also often co-morbid with numerous neurological and immune diseases. Abstract The lack of biomarkers to identify target populations greatly limits the promise of precision medicine for

Dec 02, 2021 · Despite the increasing global burden of neurological disorders, there is a lack of effective diagnostic and therapeutic biomarkers. Proteins are often dysregulated in disease and have a strong

In the management of neurological diseases, the identification and quantification of axonal damage could allow for the improvement of diagnostic accuracy and prognostic assessment. Neurofilament light chain (NFL) is a neuronal cytoplasmic protein highly expressed in large calibre myelinated axons. Its levels increase in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and blood ...

Dec 29, 2021 · Adverse Drug Reaction and Its Predictors Among Psychiatric Patients Taking Psychotropic Medications at the Mizan-Tepi University Teaching Hospital. Ejeta F, Aferu T, Feyisa D, Kebede O, Siraj J, Hammeso WW, Tadesse E, Tinishku A. Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2021, 17:3827-3835. Published Date: 29 December 2021

The diagnosis of schizophrenia, a psychotic disorder, is based on criteria in either the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, or the World Health Organization's International Classification of Diseases (ICD). Clinical assessment of schizophrenia is carried out by a mental health professional based on observed behavior, ...

Apr 26, 2018 · Since then neurological applications have been the major focus of renewed research using medical marijuana and phytocannabinoid extracts. Results: Recent neurological uses include adjunctive treatment for malignant brain tumors, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, multiple sclerosis, neuropathic pain, and the childhood seizure disorders


Oct 01, 2021 · Emerging evidence indicates that the gut microbiota play a crucial role in the bidirectional communication between the gut and the brain suggesting that the gut microbes may shape neural development, modulate neurotransmission and affect behavior, and thereby contribute to the pathogenesis and/or progression of many neurodevelopmental, ...

Dr. Duke Samson (wearing a red cap) is a renowned surgical innovator who developed UT Southwestern Medical Center’s Department of Neurological Surgery into an international leader while serving as its first chairman. He retired in ...

For many years, blood-based biomarkers for Alzheimer's disease seemed unattainable, but recent results have shown that they could become a reality. Convincing data generated with new high-sensitivity assays have emerged with remarkable consistency across different cohorts, but also independent of the precise analytical method used.

Mar 27, 2019 · Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) is one of the most common types of progressive dementia. The central features of DLB include progressive cognitive decline, “fluctuations” in alertness and attention, visual hallucinations, and Parkinsonian motor symptoms, such as slowness of movement,
difficulty walking, or rigidity.

Nov 04, 2021 · Vocal biomarkers for use in clinical trials. Existing neurological assessments are slow, subjective, and difficult to do remotely. Winterlight's technology can extract speech-based digital biomarkers from short snippets of speech.

Jul 30, 2021 · Previous neurological, psychiatric or severe medical condition: The main reason for referral to rehabilitation was fatigue (87%), dyspnea (67%) and cognitive impairment (47%) Alemanno et al., 2021 (Italy) To examine the impact of COVID-19 on cognitive functions of the disease: Cohort study: MMSE, MoCA, HAM-D, FIM: N/A

Jan 31, 2018 · Subjects under treatment for any substantial medical, neurological, or psychiatric disease, or with any history of a major psychiatric disorder, alcohol dependence, or substance dependence, were

Jan 01, 2017 · A group of European experts was commissioned by the European Chapter of the International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology to gather knowledge about the state of the art of the therapeutic use of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) from studies published up until September 2016, regarding pain, Parkinson's disease, other movement disorders, motor ...